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ABOUT OUR NEW CONTRIBUTORS 

Comrade Les Brown, the author of 
the reply to the letter from readers 
in Sacramento, California, was intro
duced to our readers in our last 
issue with his introduction to the 
statement of the united front for 
defense as was Comrade Susan Viani 
with her article on "The Struggle 
in the School s • " 

Comrades Brown and Viani coth pin
ed VANGUARD NEWSLETTER after the New 
York RevolutIonary Commi ttee (N YHC) 
dlssolv,~d in June of this year. 

~ehe NYRC was formed by a ,Q.'roup 
of people who had left the Workers 
World Party (W~</P) in August of 1971. 
~[,hese people had attempted to launch 
a struggle within the WWP against 
the bureaucratic nature of the 
or~anization and for a re-examin
ation of its policies. the leader
ship of the WWP discovered that an 
opposi tion faction was in f'ormation 
and launched a series of' Moscow
trial type meetings to prevent it 
f'rom comin~ into bein~. When it 
became obvious that ii would be 
impossible to remain within the 

,WWP and work as revolutionists, 
seven people resigned from the 
party to f'orm the new organization. 

The NYRC was able to win some 

independent revolutionists and in 
January of 1972, the NYRC launched 
its own paper, "Common Ground." 

After a time, a tendency began 
to develop within the NYRC that 
wished to shed all of the politics 
of the WWP and re-orient towards 
Len ini sm-1'rotslryi sm. A fierce 
struggle erupted within the NYRC, 
resulting in the departure of the 
anti-'l'rotskyist elements and leav
ing the commi ttee wi th a membership 
of five. Of these five, three, 
Cdes. Henry Platsky, Les Brown and 
Susan Viani, have joined VANGUARD 
NEWSLET:CER to continue the struggle 
to build the Leninist-'l'rotskyist 
party. A fuller treatment of the 
evolution of the NYRC is planned 
for a later issue. 

Comrade Viani began her career in 
revolutionary poll tics when she join
ed the NYRC towards the beginning of 
1972. Before that,she was a member 
of the Sooial Service Employees Union 
and a contributor to its paper. 

Comrade Brown, at present a garm
ent worker in NYC, had been a mem
ber of Workers World for five years 
and was one of the original f'ound
ers of the NYRC, bef'ore joining 
VANGUARD NEWSLETTER. 
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"FRIENDS" OF'THE NLF-DRV HELP BETRAY THE REVOLUTION by Henry A.P1atsky, 

The world proletarian revolution has received a sharp setback-- the 
decades long struggle of the Vietnamese workers and peasants against 
British, French, Japanese, and US imperialism and all of their respec
tive domestic stooges has once again been defeated. 

The Vietnamese masses heroically 
stood up against the napalm, B-52' s, 
the half-million imperialist in
vaders only to be defeated by the 
false program of their "leadership, II 
hy the bureaucrats in Moscow and 
Peking, and by the so-called 
"friends II of the Vietnamese, partic
ularly in the advanced capitalist 
countries .• 

The ~esson of Vietnam must be 
brought home to every communist and 
socialist,to every thinking worker. 
wi thout organizing the working class 
to lead the petty-bourgeois masses 
(peasants •. students , intellectuals, 
etc .• ) in a struggle to overthrow 
capitalism--the struggle for nation
al liberation is doomed! The "lead
ers.'" of the Vietnamese revoltution, 
hmvever, have been trained in the 
school 'of Stalin where graduates 
are ,'assured of the ability to de .. 
rail and destroy the revolutionary 
potential of any movement of which 
they can gain the leadership. 

While the vast majority of the 
left has preferred to close its 
eyes to these facts--VANGUARD NEI'JS
LETTER has continuously pointed out 
that without a correct strategy 
and program the Vietnamese revolu
tion could only suffer defeat •. 

Now, when this defeat has become. 
almost,an accomplished fact--certain 
"friends" of the Vietnamese stru~gle 
moan endlessly about Soviet and/or 
Chinese betrayals or posture. "mi}..it
antly" against State Department 
peace. frauds- -or other "friends,":, 
the more vulgar Maoist-Stalinist- ': 
pro-Soviet .coteries, hail the 
ignominious defeat as a victery and 
demand, without even blushing at 
their own cynicism, that the "defeat~ 
ed US~' 1;>e "forced" to sign its 
name to the agreement reached in 
Paris,--the "achievement" of over 
thirty years of struggle by the. 
Vietnamese masses--a coalition 
1)etweenthe NLF.and Thieu to 
supervise elections!!! .. ' .. 

The city of New York was recently 
privileged to witness an' assemblage 
of these IIfriends" this past 
November 4th. 

A demonstration was called by a 
vast assortment of Maoist and semi
Maoist groups. The march and rally 
termed the latest peace settlement 
a victory and was called to pressure 
US rulers into recognizing said 
"victory." The accessories to this 
sy~bolic dance on the graves of the 
Vietnamese masses, who have "won" 
the assurance of continued US imper
ialist domination through a puppet 
police-state regime (which might 
even' include a few "liberation" 
leaders for window dressing), were 
the Revolutionary Union, the Puerto 
Rican Socialist Party, the Black 
Workers Congress, the Puerto Rican 
Revolutionary Wqrkers Organization 
(the new name for the old Young 
Lord.s Party), the Vietnam Veterans 
Against the \var and others, Also 
participating were the Workers 
World Party and Youtl1. Against War 
and Fascism and such luminaries as 
,"vil-liam Kunstler, ·Gilberto Gerena 
Valentin, and Jesse Gray. Those 
persons, and ,organizations that 
participated in this atrocity should 
be forever marked as unworthy of 
the,slightest consideration by 
l<1orkers and revolutionists. 

On the "outs" of this demonstra
tion l'lere most of the obstensibly . 
"Trotskyist" or8anizations~ The 
\'lorkers League (\vL) members hawked 
the latest "Bulletin"--<;:!ecrying tl'l.,e 
"sellout" settlement. Strong words 
from an organization that has refu
sed to say one word a bout the program 
of the leadership of the Vietnamese 
struggle--preferring to reserve its 
pol~mical fireworks for the more 
vunerable idols in Moscow and Peking. 

Their article "Vietnam 'Peace" 
Fraud Covers US War Plans" in their 
November 6th issue, sold at the 
demonstration reveals the essence 
of their distortion of the question, 
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" ••• the capitalist press is ad
mitting that Nixon is gratified 
by the intense pressure the Soviet 
Union has placed on Hanoi to come 
to terms •••• The almost unchalleng
ed victories of the NLF made it 
clear once again, that the Viet
namese workers and peasants are 
now in a position to topple the 
Thieu regime and throw the Amer
icans out of Indochina •••• Just as 
the revolution stands on the 
brink of victory, the American 
Communist Party is leading the 
drive to push through the betray
al desired by the Kremlin bJreau
crats." 

The foregoing openly implies that 
the strategy of the NLF to "topple 
the Thieu regime and throw the 
Americans out" could have succeeded· 
when, in reality, the program, 
tactics, and strategy of the NLF 
leaders assured that this would 
never happen under their leadership. 
Or perhaps the WL would have us 
forget that the NLF (and the North 
Vietnamese) made a bloc with the 
national bourgeoisie, refused to 
demand land for the peasants, claim
ed repeatedly that they were not 
struggling for socialism, repeatedly 
offered to participate in coalition 
governments, etc., etc. An element
ary reading of Trotsky on China or 
Spain will tell the WL that this 
is a program of betrayal! The Mao
ists are at least able to recognize 
that the agreement reached in Paris 
only differs tactically from the 
NLF's own 7-point program. That 
is why they can delude their follow
ing into believing that the Vietnam
ese have '·won." The "Trotskyist" 
WL are not "fooled," they simply 
ignore the real program of the NLF 
and create their own version of it, 
thus adapting to world Stalinism 
from the "left." 

The Socialist \vorkers Party (srvP) 
handed out a leaflet announcing a 
forum that will discuss the peace 
"agreement" wrung fro·m the Vietnam
ese through the most extensive 
bombing campaign in history ••• " 
Rather than expose the program 
that enabled the Vietnamese to be 
so "wrung," Fred Halstead, writing 

in the "Militant" of Oct. 27th urges 
his readers to restrain from critic
izing the tactics of the NLF leader- a 
ship. Marx, Engels, Lenin, and .. 
Trotsky should have been privy to 
such wisdom--perhaps the volumes 
of writings, examining the defeats 
of the Paris Commune, the 1905 
Russian Revolution, the German, 
Chinese, and Spanish revolutions, 
would not be in existence to embar
rass the likes of the St'l? who want 
only to be the "friends" of the 
Vietnamese Stalinists--never to 
criticize them--even if it means 
losing a revolution or two. 

We in VANGUARD NEWSLETTER went 
to the November 4th demonstration 
with the leaflet reprinted in this 
issue determined to tell all who 
would listen that the Vietnamese 
workers and peasants have been 
betrayed. The leaders of the 
demonstration reacted in a frenzy. 
They informed all tendencies not 
on the list of sponsors that no 
leaflets or literature was to be 
handed out at the march! While 
the others, for the most part, 
complied with this arrogant and 
unprincipled edict, VANGUARD 
NEWSLETTER distributors refused to 
yield. The march leaders then 
resorted to pushing, grabbing at 
the leaflets and open threats of 
violence. We responded by telling 
the crowd that this was typical of 
the response of those ,..rho could 
not answer politics in a principled 
nanner. tve answered their shouts 
of "CIA agents" by shouting "Vic
tory to the Vietnamese revolution 
and defeat US imperialism," and 
pointed to the program in the leaf
let. The march leaders were forced 
to back down on their threats of 
violence by the refusal of the 
revolutionary communists of VANGUARD 
NffivSLETTER to be intimidated. 

The workers of the world must 
make an honest assessment of the 
defeat which their cause suffered 
in Vietnam. They must determine ~ 
who bears the responsibility for ~ 
this defeat and build their van-
guard party for the victorious 
struggle against capitalism under 
the program of Marx, Engels, Lenin, 
and Trotsky. 



THE ·-VIETNAMESEREVOLUTION BETRAYED! 
• "' '.- - •.• < • " 

The peace settlement negotiated by US imperialism with the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam (DRV) and the National Liberation Front (NLF) for 

,Vietman, must be recognized by all revolutionists as an historic defeat 
.. for the world working class~ Only the most callous and cynical bet'rayers 

of Marxism would use this fact as'an e%cuse for refusing tothroughly 
examine the.lessons of the Indochinese struggle from the point of v~ew 
of furthering the', world socialist revolution. ' 

Some groups in the left will claim that there has been n2 defeat !1 
all because'the Vietnamese through their struggle were able to "wring" 
certain conC,essions from US imperialism. Others more adept at the art 
ot' 1)01i tical dishonesty' will admit that the settlement indeed represents 
a defeat, but that revolutionists have no right to demand that the Viet
namese' continue fighting because of the fact that they were simply unable 
to stand up the overwhelming firepower of US imperialism. It should be 
clear that both the Soviet Union and China, Vietnam's major "allIes," 
must 'take the blame for the fact that the Vietnamese in the North and the 
NLFin ,the South did not have the weapons needed to defeat the US war 
machine. In fact, both the Soviet Union and China saw to it that, the 
atd given to the Vietnamese struggle was just enough to ensure a minimal 
defense and too'little to launch the kind of offenSive campaign that 
would have been needed to drive the US and its puppets out of Indochina. 
The bureaucra1s in Moscow and Peking were more interested in making loud 
pro'clamatlons (ofthelr II sU:pportto the struggle of the Vietnamese" and. 
in reallty;doing everything in "J;helr power, throughdlplomatic maneu. 
vering'and blackmail, to force the NLF-DBV to suspend the struggle. ' 

Some groups will be more than glad to fill their papers and propa
ganda with loud denunciations of Soviet and/or Chinese betrayal only to 
,cover up the fact that: they have cowardly refused to analyze the strategy 
of the Vietnamese 'leadership which has consistently covered up for the 
bureaucrats) af: both the Soviet Union and China. -The Vietnamese Stalin
ists failed ,to expose the kind of "support" opponents of imperialism get 
from .the, Moscow 'and Peking Stalinists to the workers of the world, includ
ingthe Soviet ancbChinese workers, who are the only international force 
capable 'of givins the k1.nd of support which can defeat imperialism, 

. 
The program, strategy and tactics of the leaders of both the NLF 

and the'DRV' were'not only inadequate for the struggle to defeat imperial ... 
ism, "but were also, an integral: part of the world Stalinist program of 
betrayal., In,·this epoch, only the strategy of the'permanent ;:evolution 
can succeed. 'organizing the workers of the colonial and und~rdeveloped 
nations to ~ the peasant masses in a revolutionary socialist struggle 
against not only: imperiali.sm, ·.but also imperialism f s natural ally, the 
national' bourgeoisie. .. The correctness of this strategy, developed by 
Leon Trotsky, was confirmed'by the Bolshevik revolution. The party of 
Lenin 'and , Trotsky; was able., to organize the workers of underdeveloped . 
Russia which 'was then able" ,to lead the peasants in the first and Qnly 
successful i socialist-· revolution ••...• But the lessons of the October Revolu
tio~l were buried ,by the official: .,','Communist" parties' under the ,direction 
of· the,. Stalinist, bureaucrats whp. usurped. power if! th~< Soviet, Union and 
in the Third Internatiopal~' ;'~e' strategy of the permanent revolution was 
abanc10ned in favor of the strategy of "the revolution in stages" and 
blocs ":With the,national "progre~sive" bOUrgeoisie,' This~trategy resulted 
in a string of tragic defeats for the working class in underdeveloped 
countries", 'I" in, China. in 1928, in,.Spain in. 1936, in, InOoc~i.na in 1946 and 

, ~954,etc.,*' The-'1eaders of the NLF .and DRV still cling to the theory of 
("revolution'in stages"'artd blocs' with the national' bourgeoisie,' r~fused 
a, program of 'struggle for, land, to the peasants, ~nd. instead J.imp:ed the 
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struggle to the fight for a irpeaceful ,neutral, 'independent Vietnam. " 
No strategy could have been more disasterous, Ostensible "Trotskyist" 
organiza~ions such as the SociCJ.list Workers Party (SWP), the Workers 
League (WL), Workers Worid Party (WWP) and ,their international relations, a 
in, the l)ame of "support" to the Vietnamese struggle, preferred, to close .
their eyes to the fact that the program of the NLF failed to mobilize 
the working class of South Vietnam, the gnly 'class capable of leading a 
successful struggle for national liberation. The workers were assigned 
a passive role and were stifled und8~:- a succ.ession 'of Saigon-police 
state regiJ'1les. These organizations r rather than defend Trotskyism and 
the Vietnamese revolution, have-given the Stalinist bureaucratic leader
ships in Vietnam a free hand to .strangle the Vietnamese st~ggle. 

All organizations which refused to tell the truth about Vietnam must 
take responsibility for the tragic defeat of the more than three decades 
of heroic struggle by the Ingochinese'masses. These organizations, in a 
defensive :reaction, have usually' preferred to heap critisms on those 
~lho insisted on fighting for a correct strategy to insure the victory of 
the Vietnamese revolution. The outcome in Indochina has proven that it 
is those who were·unsparing in their criticisms of the self-defeating 
tactics of the Vietnamese leadership who were the real friends of the 
Vietnamese workers and peasants and that those who uncritically supported 
this leadership have helped lead hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese to 
die for--for"elections" to be supervised by Thieul!!! 

We in VANGUARD NEWSLETTER have been among, those revolutionists who 
have ,called for the victory of the-Vietnamese revolution and, to our 
knmV'ledge,· have produced the only clear and consistant program that would 
have achieved that victory. We have called upon the international working 
alass to launch a,world-wide campaign to. 

*Boycott US produbts and blacklist all' cargo which could be used by 
the US imperialists against the Ind·ochinese.' 

~~Dernand that the Soviet Union and China give the Indochinese suffi
cient military assistance for defensive and offensive' actions. 

"~Call upon the masses in Indochina for a revolutionary struggle, for 
a coordinated military offensiv,~~ for the overthrow of capitalism, 
the socialization of the means of production and the' land by the 
working class at the head of the peasantry, for workers' power, for 
the "dictatorship of the proletariatf" 

*Build a network of rank-and-file caucuses in US trade unions to unite 
the racially divided lV'orking class in the struggle against special 
oppression and 1::0 link their daily struggle. ,to the struggle against 
the war in Indochina and to the' socialist revolution. 

Those of . you who consider yourselves to be socialists and communists 
must now stop and think. Will you continue to give loyalty to organiza
tions that have not measured up to the historic tasks •. that have not 
defended the Vietnamese revolution from all its enemies· both external and 
internal, or will you join with VANGUARD NEWSLETTER and fight for the 
program that will build an international. working class'party which will 
lead the successful world socialist revolution?' 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• i ••••••• : ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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AUTO WORKERS COMBAT GMAD by Jim Hays 

~ On October 13th over 8,500 workers at the huge General Motors Corp. 
plant in St. Louis, struck as part of the UAlv new strategy of erratic 
mini-strikes against General Motors Assembly Division (GMAD). 

A second strike in St. Louis was 
called off when Local 25 bureaucrats 
reached a secret agreement with the 
company on October 27th. Despite 
mammoth bargainlng sessions, the 
rank and file has been kept in the 
dark about their substance. In fact, 
union members have had little say-so 
in strike strategy throughout the 
country. 

Militant UAW District Committeeman 
Nat Mosley told a recent rank-and
file committee meeting that over 
13,000 grievances and 1 ,400 layoffs 
have accumulated at the St. Louis 
factory alone. During the past few 
weeks, the night shift crew has 
only been allowed to work about 13 
hours a week because of repeated 
lockouts. These lockouts have been 
justified by the company as a re
sponce to alleged acts of production 
sabotage. Union militants feel that 
false charges of sabotage are being 
used to weed out the opp'osition to 
the massive speedup introduced by 
GMAD. A line speed of 57-58 cars 
per hour has been maintained despite 
a considerable reduction in the wo:tk 
force. It is no wonder, therefore. 
that cars are coming off the assembly 
line with bolts missing from their 
transmissions. 

Workers who have been on sub-unem
ployment pay for months are being 
called in to set an inhuman work 
pace in order to frighten production 
workers into submission. 

Mosley blamed the UAW leadership 
for collaborating with the company, 
By mutual agreement with GM, Auto 
~vorkers President Woodcock has allow
ed Local 25 's contract to be totally 
voided. Under the new arrangement 
union committeeman representation 
has been cut in half. 

Mosley strongly condemned the 
union bureaucracy's sellout of the 
1970 contract and piecemeal opposi
tion to GMAD. Recently UAW commit
teemen from 18 plants met in 

Detroit to discuss GMAD. There, 
Mosley demanded that the UAW immedi
ately close down the strategic gear 
and axle plant in Michigan. For 
this he was viciously red-baited by 
Woodcock personally. Instead the 
bureaucracy advocated phony, 4 day 
a week strikes, Friday, Saturday, 
Sunday, and Monday. But even this 
weak protest has been confined to 
only a few plants and at first was 
called off when a GM vice-president 
agreed to temporarily stop GMAD lay
offs and firings. Mosley criticized 
Woodcock's gift of $ 15,000 to Mc
Govern and his partipation on 
Nixon's pay freeze board. The inter
na tiona 1 union has even gone so far 
as to borrow $15 million from GM 
itself. Many rank-and-file workers 
present noted the paradox of the 
union's receiving money from the 
very bosses it was supposed to be 
fighting. 

Next March, the UAW will be discus
sing its 1973 contract demands. and 
Local 25 union militants under Nat 
Mosley's leadership have already 
sent a certified letter to Woodcock. 
Their demands for the 1973 contract 
include, 

a) '25 year retirement at $750 per 
month. 

b) 35 hour wor~ week at 40 hours 
pay. 

c) a full immediate cost of living 
escalator clause. 

But the developing crisis of world 
capitalism and the sharpening strug
gle among the rival capitalist blocs 
for the world market and their im~ 
periallst preserves requires the 
bosses to cut back the standards of 
the workers and crack down on their 
unions. To win even meaningful 
economic demands today. the workers 
must raise transitional and political 
demands which will'advance the pre
sent trade-union consciousness to 
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class, that is ,to socialist conscious
ness and ~17hich prepare them for the 
taking of power. The economic 
demands raised should be linked to 
the demands for a labor party, 
nationalization of pasic industry 
under tV'orkers control, and the pre
paration of a general strike against 
the wage freeze. 

The fight for the shorter work
week has to be raised not only from 
the point"of view of economic bene
fit to the workers 1n one shop or 
industry, but as a vital weapon in 
the fight against unemployment in 
the auto industry and in the country 
as a whole of which the especially 
oppressed minorities, the Black and 
Spanish-speaking workers, are the 
worst victims. 
. The rank-and-file caucus .~vhich has 

developed' in Local 25 out of the 
March 1971 work stoppage against 
racist conditions bas been weakened 
by reformist, civil-rights and Black 
nationalist illusions. The right 
l17ing of this caucus states, "Let's 
face it, there ain't gonna be no 
revolution in this country." This 

.attitude has led to the error of 
filing a court suit against both GN 
and the UAW after a recent govern
mental civil-rights commiss~on re
port lent credence to their charges 
of racism and sexism at the St. 

. Louis plant. This reliance on the 
bourgeois state can only open the 
door to the'attempts by the ruling 
class to smash the unions through 
phony laws, which straight jacket 
the 1a bor movement under the pretext 
of "reforming" it. The tendency of 
Mosley and the caucus toward syndi
calism is shown by its program and 
by Mosley's present acco'mmodation 
tm17ard the International Socialists. 

When the St. Louis factory struck 
on October 12th all the "radical" 
groups in town- - the Communi s t Party 
(CP), International Socialists (IS), 
Workers League (WL), the Socialist 
Workers Party (SWP) and On The Line 
rushed to the side"tvalks outside the 
plant. Each group was so interested 
.in pushing its own sectarian rag 
that it refused to form a joint de- : 
.fense proposed by VANGUA.R D NEWSLETTER 

against a squad of about 20 goons of 
the union bureaucracy at the Old 
Fisher Body plant door. This led 
to the isolation and beating with a 
lead pipe of one comrade from the IS. 

These tendencies also exposed them
selves at a meeting at the Black 
Labor Council building. near the GM 
plant on October 15th. A spokesman 
for the CP-dominated Trade Unionists 
for Action and Democracy (TlIAD) push
ed the line r:£ backhanded support for 
McGovern by giving a boring speech 
about Nixon t s crimes. The IS advoca
ted lowest common denominator .~
and-file caucuses" based soley on 
reformist economist issues such as 
the lack of heat in factories during 
summer time. Through the United 
Justice Train Caucus at Chrysler 
Jefferson in Detroit, the IS is con
nected to the UAW United National 
Caucus (UNC). 

The Fox-Sims-Kelley leadershipaf 
the UNC was representedat the Octo
ber 15th meeting by Pete Kelley h~ 
self. He outlined a vague appeal 
for "union democracy" through the re
formist scheme of referendum elec
tions of UAW officials. The UNC's 
syndicallst· perspective is manifested 
in Jordan Sims statement in the 
September UNC paper that "Brother 
Reuther" is "sorely missed." 

During the October 15th meeting, 
Howard tvest of the WL lvas rightly 
attacked by Mosley for advocating a 
.labor p9.rty to be founded by such pork-

. choppers and pie-cards as ~'loodcock. 
Bluestone, and Meaney. The tV!. was 
discredited among Local 25 auto 
workers this summer when one of Wohl
forth's goon squads took over a rank
and-file committee meeting and ex
cluded other political tendencies 
despite the objections of Mosley and 
other union militants. The October 
23rd ~vL' s "Bulletin" wrongly denoun
ces Mosley for not supporting the 
tactic of isolated local strikes. 
But class conscious workers know 
that such mini-strikes without per
spective only demoralize the worl<ers 
and prepare bosses' victories· such 
as those which took place at Norwood 
and Lordstmvn. -

The WI.. continues to d~ny that. Black 
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workers are" super .. exploi ted under 
oapitalism. Their only answer to 
the facts of rascism in the auto 
industry.ls an idealistic and moral
istic apPt9al for ''workingclassurrl1:y'' 
which in reality caters to chauvin
i~ti.c attitudes among white workers. 
But even ,the ltederal gQvernment ad
mits that 75% or more of those laid
of~ "recently at the St. Louis plan t 
are Black. even though they make up 
only 15% of the work force. More
ov.~ra group of Black women auto 
workers recently charged that the 
racist company had. attempted to cut 
the,ir break time in'half. Yet ~vohl
forth' maintains.that "all Black 
caucuses' are reactionary. II ,The 

, t • 'c ."'.' 

speech of a white worker from the 
Corvette plant at the recent Black 
Lapor Council meeting showed that at 
lea.st some ,white union militants are 
beginning to see that . discrimination 
against Blacks is hinged to their 
mm exploitation as well, The lead
ership being provided by the .Black 
workers against GMAn and the bosses' 
labor lieutenants, in spite of their 
nationalist illusions,' is only a 
glimpse of the vanguard role they 
will play in the struggle against 
capitalism. Rank-and-file caucuses 
must be built now on a prinCipled 
trans i tiona 1 program in the UAW and 
other unions. 

HOW NOT ,TO FIGHT FOR THE SHORTER WORK-WEEK by Earl Owens. -......-. . " 

", Members of the ,Workers Action Novement (WAM) and the 'Progressive Labor 
Pal:'ty(PLP) are preparin~ a petition campaign to put "30 for 40" on the 
San, Francisco ballot. . , ' . 

Their leaflet ,states I 

"U1timately, 30 for 40, like all 
other "important: ref orms I wi 11 be 
won only after organized workers 

. hayefought hard for it using 
every tactic (such as strikes) at 

:.their "~1isposal. As a step in this 
; campaign we propose that a coali~ 
tion b,e formed. to organize a cam
paignto put 30 for 40 on the 
oallot for November 1973." 

Is '''30, for ii.o" a reform? To PLP 
it is, but to revolutionary Marx
ists it is a transitional demand for a 
slidiM scale of wages and hours to 
eliminate unemployment, to provide 
jobs for all ata,:decent standard 
of life •. As Trotsky,pointed out, 
it ,is the program of socialism pre
sented in a concrete slogan, . It is 

. true ~att;he struggle for the short
er ~work':'we'ekat' .the end of the 19th 
century was'reformist--though revo
lutipnaries playedan important role 
inleadi.ng it. Revolutionary Marx
ist's participate in all struggles 
to'advance'tne immediate interests 
of ~'workirig cla:ss; even in reform .. 
ist stJ:\.lsglesj· .to the extent they . 
ar,estruB~les . and increase the con
fidence Q . ,the, working class in it .. 
self. However, in' these struggle's 

they fight for the understanding 
in the class that reforms are not 
enough, that the capitalists will 
attempt to destroy them with every 
crisis and that important reforms 
are the product not of the reformist, 
but· of the revolutionary struggles 
of the working class. 

Capitalism at the end of the 19th 
century and at the height of its 
power could make concessions without 
undermining the rate of' profi t. It 
wa s tat that po int, becoming tra.ns
formed into imperialism and wasab~ 
to bribe an "aristocracy of labor" 
with the crumbs of its super-profits. 

Capita lism in 1972 looks nothing 
like the capitalism of the 19th cen
tury. US capitalist "prosperity" 
is based on debt--the total public 
and private debt is close to two 
trillion dollars! The internal 
market cannot absorb the increasing 
volume of commodities which can only 
be bought by increasing the debt, 
so US capitalism is forced to strug
gle against its imperialist rivals 
to maintain its external market for 
the export of capital and goods. 
Abroad, it faces German and Japanese 
capitalism. more efficient and with 
lower labor costs. US capitalists 
ean only compete by lowering labor 
costs here, thus increasing speed-
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up and layoffs. : 32-4-40, ,retirement at 55, more jobs 
It.is becau~e PLP, originating as i and. stopping the wage freeze," Abso-

a left, split-off from the reformist 1 lutely correct! But they left some- e 
Communist Party (CP),isstill essen-\ ting outl the need to build rank
tially a reformist organization, is 1 and .. file caucuses against the trade
without a revolutionary perspective 1 union mis-leaders who refuse to 
in spite of .its occa$ional super- j fight for "30 for 40" or anything 
militant rhetoric, that it can pose ; else, They also left out the need 
"30 for 40" in this period of the 1 to struggle to raise th~ present 
c~isis and decline of capitalism, as i level of· consciousness of the work-
a "t:eform" demand~ .. ~ 'ers to revolutionary and socialist 

As VANGUARD, NEWSLETTER pointed out l consciousness in the process of 
in September. 1969, PLP's'or~ginal 1 posing these demands. 
t,raining in the policies pi' the· ~ PLP and WAM make the same oppor-
"De~ocratic Front" places an iheradi-! tunist error, Immediate demands 
cable stamp on it through all its j 'are posed from which a revolutionary 
sh~:fts andchange.s •. It refuses to j outlook· is omitted and even then, 
seriously ~xatnine its past theori.es i it refuses to fight the corrupt and 
and praptiqes', It' rejects revolu- j reformist--the "center"--trade union 
tio~,ry Marxism of the imperialist ) mis1eadership, They pose these de
epo<:)h'. Trotskyism, and seeks to for- [ mands outside the unions through 
tify the illusion among its members ! electoral activity, Some years ago 
in its Stalinist heritage. PLP is j PLP carried out a campaign forIent 
concerned to achieve the "left-cen-! control on the same basis and ex
ter coalition" with "progressive" l pended enormous effort and sacri
labor bureaucrats which the,CP had fice on it. It was also posed out
constructed in the "popular front" side the unions as an electoral 
period o( .,the 30' sand to ,which the activity and, naturally, failed, 
"Cold ~'Jatif put an end. In $an Francisco, PLP is also in-

Every transi tiona.l demand can be " volved'in organizing para-profession
distorted and twisted into a reform- j al teachers in an organization call
ist one. All that is necessary is ! ed The Education Alliance, The de
that th~ "left-center coalition" 1 mands of the. group are quite correct 
coalesce wi~h liberals to petition, l --a para-professional in every class
I(H>by or .Qore from within the bour-! room. no more than 22 children in 
geots state to change" its ba.s1c every classr removal of IQ scores, 
ncit'Ure ,C!,nd 'have it carry out "socia-! etc. However, it has been formed, 
list'" demands! The whole ques.tion ~ not as a caucus. but as an organi
of·class power, of bourgeois 'state! zation outside the union and with 
versus 1;mrkers' state and the taking j nothing political an~'lhere in its 
of power is dissolved, in good reform- ~ demands. 
ist intentions. i 'VANGUARD NEWSLETTER will work with 
. The members of PLP are sub iective .. l PLP or any group which is willing 

LY revolutionists. Quite correctly,: to fight within the trade union 
they ,see the central task of revolu-: movement for "30 for 40." That 
tionists to be the education and ! means a fight against the labor 
mObilizat;;i.on of th~ working class ~ bur~aucracy and the building of rank-
§!§. .ll 1&. But how? ~ and-file caucuses to advance revolu-

Until several months ago, there : tionary consciousness. lvewill not 
were 'various "32-4-40 Committees" ,b~ diverted from this fight by gim
spread around the lvest Coast. Appar-: micks such as election petitions. 
ently, the .CP has nm'l lost interest: The working class will not beedu-
in them and they have folded up. f cated by the defeat of "3Ofor 40" AA 
The. statement of the "32-4-40 Com- : at the polls. Such defeats only add .., 
mi ttees" tells tvorkers to, "Get the : to' the cynicism of the working class 
word, out about 32-4-40, Get it out ; -.:.that "you can't fight City Hall." 
,in. the shops, get it out on the un- ; :!AM 'or PLP may recruit a few members 
employment ·lin~s, We need to get [ as a result of the defeat,. but the 
al],. Amer~ca~ working people talking ; t'lorking class itself will be even 
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further from "30 for 40" without a 
vanguard part rooted in the organi
zations of the working class. 

The transitional demand for a slid
ing scale of wages and hours will 
not be carried out by any bourgeois 
government. Therefore, an essenti
al part of our fight for "30 for 40 
is the agitation for the formation 
of a workers' party based on the 
trade union rank-and-file to fight 

CORRESPON DEN CE: 

Comrades: 

for "30 for 40." PLP J however, re
fuses to call for such a party. 

VANGUARD NEWSLETTER calls upon the 
members of WAM and PLP to join with 
us in a genuine struggle to mobi lize 
the workers for "30 for 40." to con
duct a struggle within the trade . 
unions for this demand and for a 
workers' party which will fight for 
the immediate and fundamental inter
ests of the working class. 

The guiding principle under which Bolshevik-Lenlnists gauge supportof 
electoral campaigns is the programs, perspectlves and contents of the 
fi~ht posed by workingclass-electoral combinations. 

Bolshevik-Leninists give cr! tical 
support to electoral combinations 
that pose a fight along class 11nes, 
albei t a defective or limi ted fl.~ht. 
'1'he aim of such crt tical support ls 
the support of the fip;ht together 
1'1i th the cri tI cal expo sure of 1 ts 
limi ted or defecti ve soope. In the 
cases of the CP-SWP-SLP no fight 
alon6 class lines ls even-posed! 
Therefore we can find nothing what
ever to supportt 

VANGUARD NEWSLE'l'l'ER' s pi t!ful 
11 posi tlon , II "Vote soclali st 1n 1972 
--Without Illusions" is most lllu
s'ory on its lack of understand ing 
of the meaning of critical support. 
"A position of Abstentlonism (?l) 
would not permit hundreds of thou
sands (?I) of american socialists 
to Indioate that they do exist" 
s01mds like the subjeot! ve identity 
problem of the editors, not any kind 
of political strategy! Indeedi~s 
bankruptoy is exposed with its 
"eenie, meenle, mlney, moe" advice. 
Where, indeed, oan we find a prece
dent for this? Not in the history 
of Bolshevisml 

Dear Comrades, 

As Bolshevik-Leninists our elec
toral strategy in this period must 
be build a Labor Party based on the 
Trade Unions to pit the politioal 
fight as Class, v~. Class. This 
Labor Party mustlead worlcers in 
fighting,against wage controls, gun 
controls, and anti-labor laws of 
all descriptions and for a system 
of public, W'orlrs under worleers con
trol, 30 for 40, and 'l'rade Union 
administration and control of prices. 
profits, and rents. 

~'he CP-SWP-SLP pose no fight and 
deserve no support. Our strategy 
vis-a-vis these organizations must 
be not to bolster and build them 
(ev,en vis-a-vis the baole. door) but 
to expose and destroy these or~ani-
zations. ." 

Seeing thin~s olearly, calling 
things by'theirrlght n,ames, this 
ls the tasle of communists~ If we 
oannot do this amongs~ ourselves 
how can we' lead the workingclass 
to dictatorship? 

pebbie H., Tim B., Ed S., .Mlke W., 
David B., Saoramento, California 

Your pOSition demonstrates a limited understanding of the role of a 
Rolshevit party in eleotoral activity. 

Neither Lenin or Trotsky were 
capable of sowing 1llusions that 
the "programs" and "perspective.s" of 
oPIHn:l;unt st orc,;an:\ 7.~t1 on9 . cpuld pro-

duce a "fight along class lines," 
but made-clear~at,-While funct1al
lng on our side of the class line, 
they wereoapable only of betrayal. 
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Our readers are well aware--as you needs which are reflected in your 
seem not to be--that we consistently impassioned defense of this position 4 A 
exposed the reformists, centrists, Comrades, we welcome criticismin ~ 
and sectarians of the CP, SWP and SLP. the spirit of Bolshevism. But the 
Our position on the labor party and extraction of individual sentences 
the vanguard party is entirely clear. from an en tire program m the effort 

You project onto the editors of to set up a strawman to knock down 
VANGUARD NEWSLETTER an "identity is unworthy of revolutionists. 
problem" because of our oPPosition 
'to abstentionism., We believe, how- Fraternally, Les, Brown for 

b ti ,VANGUABD ,NEWSLE'il'IIER ever, that it is your su jec ve •• 
, ................................... u ................................................................................................................................................................................................. H ••••• 

'J.ihe concluding sections of "Terrorism and Communism" and "Fundamentals 
of Capitalist Crises, 'Neo-Capitalist· Theory and the Working Class" 
will appear in our December issue. . 
•. '~'oC",:""."""""" _ ..... , ......................... _ ••••.•••••••.•••••••••..••.••.•• _ •••••.•••.•••.•• ; ••••.• 0.' ••.•..•••.••• _. ' •••..•••••••••. _ ................................................................................ -..-\.~.,\ ••. 

LENINIS'£ FAC'l:rOO RESIGNS FROM THE SWP 

/We publish below the statementof 
the Leninist Faction (LF) upon 
resi~ing from the SWP. 

LIn summarizin.9:' the political basis 
for its resignation, the LF demon
strates that it has arrived at es- . 
sential agreement with the program 
of VANGUARD NEWSLETTER. en this 
principled basis, the two organi
zations have entered into fusion 
discussions to identify, clarify 
and resolve where possible remain
ing and subordinate tactical and 
organiZational questions, so that 
a firm foundation for an American 
section of the international Lenin
ist and Trotsleyist worlein,o; class 
vanRuard party can be achieved. 

LBoth organiZations have the same 
understand1ng of the nature of the 
epoch as imperialist, as an epoch 
of "wars and revolution," to use 
Lenin's phrase, and that a world 
capitalist crisis of unprecedented 
dimensions is now maturing. We 
agree that the struggle between 
rival imperialists for the world 
market and for the retention of 
their mass and rate of profit, and 
also between imperialism and the 
degenerate'd and deformed workers' 
states must also be exacerbated. 
We understand that the capitalists 
1n all countries must attempt to 
shift the burden of the crisis onto 
the shoulders of the international 
working class. We understand clear
ly that in order for the working 
class to organize a defense against 
thl s at1;acic and prepare in the pro
cess its own off'enslve and the soc1-

alist revolution, an international 
working class party of the Lenini st 
type must be constructed. 

!Both organiZations defend Marxism 
as-a continuity"as a "guide to 
action" and end~aV'or to apply its 
hard-won lessons to the present as 
dialectical materialists. 

IBoth uphold the working class 
perspecti ve and the program of tran
sitional demands of "scientific 
socialism" which the revisionists 
have discarded in hot pursuit of 
every petty-bourgeois movement-
"anti-war," Black nat10nalist,uGay 
liberation," feminism etc. 

lIn the fight against war, both use 
the weapon o'f the Proletarian Ml1i
taryPolicyof Trotsky based on the 
class struggle. To un1fy the raci
ally divided working class, both a 
call for the organization of a 
struggle against special oppression 
and the super-exploitation of Blscle, 
Spanish-speaki~g and women workers 
in the interests of all workers. 

/The LF emerged from the Proletari
an-Orientation Tendency {POT)short
ly after the August 1971 con ven tion 
of the SWP upon the recogni tion that 
the struggle against the SWP' s oppor
tunism made at the convention by 
the Communist Tendency (cr) led by 
Cde. Fender was principled and 
correct. The PO~1 had called upon. A 
the SWP to turn from an exclusive ~ 
orientation to the petty-bourgeois 
radical milieu to the working class, 
but had not questioned the SWP's 
Pabloist political line. 

LAs our readers will recall, Cde. 
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Fender and the rest of the CT were and because of differences over 
bureaucratically expelled immedl- "democratic centralism," by which 
ately after the convention Robertson means a warrantee for his 

{on. the basis of the similarity in personal bureaucratic regime. 
political lines, the LF had taken LThe four documents submitted by 
the principled position that fusion the LF to the SWP--" Narxism vs. the 
negotiations with both VANGUARD SWP," "The Fourth International," 
NEWSLET:L'ER and the Spartacist League "The 'frade Unions, the l 'ransi tional 
(SL) were in order. We supported Program, and the Party," and "Demo-
this proposal with the recognition cratic Centralism" can be purchased 
that the political essence of the by sending $1. 50 (50¢ each if bought 
SL would be more readily exposed individually) in check or money 
in this process and in a fused order to: Barbara Gregorich, 94 
organization, should the SL agree. Welles Ave. Dorchester, Mass.02124. 
Predictably, the SL rejected the LThe documents of the Cl' are once 
proposal and broke off fusion nego- again available through VANGUARD 
tiations with the LF because of it NEWSLETTER for $1.50 eachJ 

1'0 THE COMRADES OF THE SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY: October 26, 1972 

This is to inform you of our resignation from the Socialist Workers 
Party. 

Trotsky taught that imperialist 
war was one of the central questions 
of this epoch, and that aprmcipled 
task of the revolutionary party was 
to imbue the working class wi th pro
letarian internationalism. Thus the 
slogan of the revolutionary Fourth 
International used to be. "Only 
Victorious Socialist Revolutions 
Can Prevent the f'hird World War." 
lhe SWP has failed miserably in its 
propaganda on the Vietnam War. In
stead of offering a class analysis 
and class solution to the problem 
of war, the SWP offers a non-class 
analysis and organizes around the 
proposi tion that the war can be end
ed by means other than the class 
struggle. Instead of teaching the 
working _class to rely upon 1 tsel!, 
the SWP preaches an "antiw~r 
alliance n with the petty-bourgeois 
radicals arid the liberal bourgeoisie 
fh1s is the essence of pacifism-
teaching that war can be ended by 
means' other than the class s-cruQ"t71e. 

. 'l'he SWP does not teach th~ lrrecon
ciabili ty of the class s-cruggle •. It 
does not teach the class struggl~ 
in any form. It does not (therefore) 
teach the nature of the state' ann 
the necessity of smashing it. If 
the SWP ever attempts to take its 
politics to the working class, it 
will disarm the worlrers ideologicallY 
(and ultimately physically) by 

teaching that they can and must end 
their oppression by means other than 
smashing the bour~eois state and 
establishing the,dictatorship'of 
the proletariat~ 

The SWP tells, women, blaoks,and 
Chicanos to form their own politi
cal parties; it tells them that this 
spli t into many poli tioal groups and 
parties then will, as a result of the 
successful oulmination of their 
separate struggles; malre the revolu
tion. The role of the vanguard 
party of the working class 1s there
by dissolved into the many vanguards 
of the petty bourgeoisie and petty 
bourgeois parties. This is what we 
mean when we say that the SWP is a 

. liquidationist organization. 
The SWP says the war will end when 

"the majority" says so, and/or the 
war will end when the "majority of 
women ••• " say so. It tells women 
and blacks that they can end their 
oppression by organiZing as women 
and blacks to fight for their rights • 
Clearly implicit 1n suoh positions is 
the idea that the goal of the se pro
test movements can be achieved out-

. side the class struggle and wi thout 
· a revolution. In other words, under 
capi tal1sm,..-wi thin the system. T11is 
i swha t we mean when we say that the 
SWP 1s a reformist organization. 

The Leninist Faction, basing it
self on Leninism, teaches that the 
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struggle against oppression, if it: ment of faction sent to the National 
is to be successful, must be waged . Office last spring. 
by a unified working class led by a The objective fact of the matter e 
throughly proletarianized democratic is that there is, an organized group 
centralist party with a revolutionary wi thin the swP which has political 
program. The struggle cannot be differences on everthing from demo-
successfully waged by a divided cratic centralism to the antiwar 
worlting class led bymany vanguards movement, a group which designates 
wi th non-class programs •. l'he aim the SWP as reformist and the SliP 
of the van~uard must be to establish leadership has not even told, the 
the dictatorship of the proletariat party that group exists, let alone 
over all other classes through smash- inform· the party membership as to' 
ing the bourgeois state. 'There is the nature of the group's politics. 
no other way. No oppressed group 1'his could not have happened in the 
will achieve emancipation outside party of Lenin. This is a mockery 
the successful struggle of the of Leninism. This is not democratic 
working class. centralism, but bureaucrat1c 

Entering or maintaining an exis- c.entralism. 
tence in a reformist group is, for In considering whether or not we 
the revolutionary organiZation, a should stay in the SWP,the Leninist 
tactical question the answer to which Faction has had to ask itself what 
must be based on a sober analysis of are its prospects of fighting' for 
many complex factors, including not our program, taking our program to 
just the program of the reformist the rank and file of the party. The 
organiZation, but its traditions, Leninist Faction submitted four major 
poli tical direction, (including the documents to the SWP, but these docu-
nature of other political groupings ments will not be printed for the 
within), the regime, both national, party membership, to whom they are 
and international, social composi- ~ddressed. These doouments are in 
rion, organizational norms, and the hands of a bureaucratic leader-
more. Before deciding to sever rela- ship which does not believe in the 
tions with th~ Socialist Workers freedom to struggle for revolution
Party, we considered all these fac- ary program within the vanguard 
tors, but two were decisive. They party. Based on this consideration 
were democratic centralism and alone, we would be better off out-
social composition. side the m'lP if we in tended to reach 

, Democratic Centralism. The first people inside the SWP. If we had 
thin.Q' any Marxist revolutionary had the channels available to us 
wants to do with his pro~ram is to that exist in a democratic'central-
explain it. teach it, and recruit ! ist organization, that would have 
to 1 t. l lhis 1s a formal-legal Impos-: 1nclined us more in the direction of 
slbili ty in the SI-/P. Whatever pro- ~ staying in the SWP to fight to win 
pagandizin9; the Leninist Faction : the ranks to our program. In itself 
has been able to do, 1t has had to do ~ that would not have been decis1ve, 
Imowing that if caught--caught talk-: but it would have been a factor. 
in poll tlcs to the ranks of the ; Social Composi tlon. The inability 
party--the party leadership would to legally put forth and defend our 
have it expelled. Aside from the ideas would have been something we 
few we have been able to reach. the might have temporarily endured if 
ranks of the SWP must of necessity the composition of the party were 
Imow the Leninist Faction only sufficiently working class. In 
through rumors and here say • 1'0 our other words. if we could have reach
knowledge. the S~-SP heirarchy has not ed a significantly large layer of 
informed the membership of the poli- workers through the liml ted effec- _ 
tical nature of the Leninst Faction. ti veness of the underground methods 
'l'hls could have been easily accompll_ forced on us by the SWP. that most 
shed by printing and circulating our certainly would have delayed our 
documents or, at the very l.east, reSignation until we had exhausted 
printing and circulating our state- that possiblli ty one way or another. 
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As it is, of course,there are no 
worlcers in the SWP worth speakin~ of 
and no con tact with the class except 
through the union bureaucrats the 
Sl.JP so loves. Nor is it likely that 
the SWP will talce its reformist pro- . 
gram to the class in the near future. : 

11he petty bourgeois who are in the . 
party have been recruited to a non
class program. '.they do not and never 
have had any relationship to the 
class. As a result, they are at 
best disinterested in the class and 
often exhi bi t hostility to the work-· 
ing class, whom they picture, often . 
as not, as whi te, mindless, honkies.: 

Poli tical composition of the ranks. . 
Another factor the Leninrst:Faction 
would have considered, had it indeed 
been a factor, was the existence of 
a large, l.eftward moving group or 
groups within the party which we 
could have influenced. Such 1s not 
the case, however. We are not 
ruling out the possibili ty of future 
left-wing developments and spl1ts •. 
As long as the S\4P poses as a revolu- : 
tionary party, there w1ll be those . 
on whom the dawn will come. But for 
the time being, the d1ssidents in 
the party are in disarray with no 
program and, unless they want to 
'!vi.olate party discipline" they have 
no way of developing a program. Un-: 
less they put the poli tical question 
of developing a program ahead. of the 
orga."'l.izational question of stayIng 

.in the party, they will never develop. 
a' program. We say to the leftward 
leaning dissidents remainingm the 
party, that unless you violate those : 
oft-referred to party "norms" (as . 
opposed to Leninist norms) and write : 
and cirQulatedocuments, hold meet-: 
ings, discussions and evenconven
tions, (vou canno"t ratify a poli ti
cal program without one) I you ldll 
never develop politically. Because. 
the SWPparty norms are expressly 
designed to make political develop-;' 
ment impossible. . 

Observing our apparent laclt of 
activity, some m the SWP have sur
mised that we were becom1.ng demorali
zed and dropping away from poli tics. 
Nothing could be further from the 
truth. We have been very active m 
putting together a Leninist organi
zation under difficult conditions. 
We have carried on full. sc·ale discus
sions in the course of hammering ou t 
our program. We have had regional 
meetings, a convention, andm the pro
cess have produced. and distributed 
internally ov.er· 60,000 pa/l:es of 
literature •. As the same time, we 
held regular'business meetings and 
educat1onals. We scrutinized, the 
po11t1cs of every politlcalgroup
ing in the ~:rotskyist 'spe ctrUln, and 
most importantly, began the syste
matic nationally directed task' of . 
industrial colon1zation. In addi
tion,. we have estab11shed a peri
phery 'of con tacts andrecI'ui ted from 
it. Thi s, wi thou t the" 'ad van tage of 
one full or even part-time staff 
member 1s no small a.ccomplishment, 
and is not the behaviour of.' a demor
alised group on its .. way out of .. ' 
politics. 

We are undeniably small ,but have 
every reason for optimism •.. Our opti
mism is forst of all based on the . 
revolutionary potential of the work
ing class. We have no .desire to . 
separate ourselves· from the class 
while giving lip service to its revo
lutionaryuniqueness. ,We' are now' 
'and will continue to be a physical 
part of the class as well as aspiring 
to become its revolutionary leader-
ship. The two are inextricable. 
Opinions to the contrary, we have 
no intention of "turning our backs 
on the students." We wl1l1nstead 
go to . the students with a working 
class program and an 'organiZation 
firmly rooted in the clas's, not the 
other way around. 

The Leninist Faction :. e
r 

.. · .. ·· .... ·· .. ·· ................ · .. ·· .... · 
g>CAL DIfiECTORY 

Berkeley-Oakland: PO BoX 5261, 
Oakland, Calif. 94605 

Boston: David Jones 
617-262- 3820 

New York: PO Box 67,' Peclt Slip 
Station, New York, NY 10,038 

" 

St. Louis: PO BoX 22134· 
St~ Lotiis, Mo. 63116 
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THE SPABTACIST SCHOOL OF SLANDER AND CHARACTER ASSASSINATICN ... Part II -
The.Mo~als·of Petty-Bourgeois R~volutionists by Ed diTullio 

Rei terating lies and heaping up invective in order to make an opponent 
appear ridiculous or even "sordid," for the purpose of inducing an 
inclinatIon not to listen to what is actually argued, is an old tech
nique that even has a name in the books of formal· logic. It is called 
"poisoning the' wells." 

As the political helplessness of 
the Spartacist League (SL) becomes 
more apparent, the more it must 
turn to such techniques. Thus the 
SL, which re.serves, moet of its venom 
for Harry Turner specifically,lies 
about. VANGUABD NEWSLE~TEH with rela
tive mildnc;!ss as just. a "I !I,.'rotskyist ' 
Lonely·H~art.s Club," "a catch-all 
11 terary discussion group1' and 
"disoussion-regroupmen t operation" 
wi th "no agreement on principle.and 
program." If one believes what one 
reads in the papers, theirs, ,we are 
"older, materially well...;off radicals" 
who also' happen to be "burnt out" 
" imposters": and "frauds." Our 
"combativeness" in ,the presumably, 
hoar,Y' -revol utionary past has been 
"destroyed." Together with "most of 
1 tssupporters, " who perhaps did not 
know this heretofoT-e. V ANGijARD NEWS
LETTER is composed of "rejects,. arriv
ed at "theIr final resting plac,e." 
It turns out, however, that the 
"rest-home" nonetheless has an at
traotion for'" younger oomrades fl such 
that SL has the "obligation" to "try" 
to "deflect" them not only from dis
cussing wi th ,this "little bloc," but 
from actually "entering. 1I 

As for SLI s method of dealing with 
Harry 'furner in partioular, and with 
David Fender, who is also given a 
g;ood deal of attentIon, the earlier 
quote from Lenin describes it per
fec.tIy: "to lie, scream, raise a 
hu:llaballoo, and keep on rei terating 
lies on the off-chance that 'some
thing may stick. ,,, What character
izes Harry turner, his revolutionary 
activi ty and wri ting? For starters, 
these lies: "impatience," "instabili
ty," " self-inflating claims to be a 
leader." "factional maneuvering," 
"savage denunciations," "comic opera 
overtures," "empty propagandism," 
"fake agitation," "Aesopian formula
tions," a "subjective impulse," 

"wounded ego," "fulsome groveling." 
He 1s a IInot even remotely princi
pled" "parasitio . intriguer" "seelcing 

.. blocs with anyone he can find," who. 
however, is so inept that he can be 
.flgrotesquely used and discarded" 
and has,allowed himself to be used 
as a "figurehead." Not only that, 
he just goes on "assiduously cul
ti vating the image of.' honest , 
worker, III a "deliberately construct
ed proletarian image" which is a 
II fraud. rr One can only wonder who 
the .. younger comrades" are who, 
would "enter" the clutches of such 
a p.erson! Or in to those of David 
Fender, the militarist, especially 
now that SL has made revelations 
almost as startling as those con
cerning Trotsky. that Fender has 
been our representative in trying 
to forma "United Front with the 
Cops! " 

Let us point out a few of the 
disorienting notions that fill this 
first small example of SL' s polemi
cal prowess.' Revolutionists have 
of course no "obligation" to 
"deflect" anybody from any organi
zation, anymore than they are 
obliged to save,souls by bringing 
them 1nto a revolutionary one. SL's 
tender regard for" younger comrad~sll 
--for their "naivete" and "lack of 
knowledge," if not for their brains-
is merely one of many symptoms of 
SL's confUsed conceptions conderning 
the nature of the revolutionary 
party. Ip conformity with its own 
practice, SL imagines that "the 
cadres of a serious communist organi
zation •••• must take responsibility 
for the political lives and well- a 
being of their comrades'" If by '4IP 
II cadre" . they mean the" regime," one 
will think of Pope, Cardinals, 
priests, and adoring flock, and the 
confessional! If they mean by it 
that everyone looks after everyone 
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else, what comes to mind are the 
"encOlmter groups" and "games" of 

~ the soul-sick petty bourgeoisie, 
complete with boxes of tissue to 
wipe away tears! 

A truly revolutionary party, and 
our sUccess in establishing one 
depends on clear conceptions of what 
its nature must be, is a combat 
organization in this epoch whose 
cadre function not at all through 
ministrations of any kind, but on 
the basis of adherance to a program 
they understand very well, scienti
fic ideas, strict organizational 
principles, and clearly defined 
tasks--for which a seething 1nternal 
democracy is only one of the requi
sites, but an essential one. 

,Modeled on the Bolsheviks, that 
party will therefore consist of quite 
a few independent minded, critical, 
iconoclas.ts who will not be "deflect
ed" by anyone from thinking things 
out for themselves. Ne1 ther lntimi
dation nor tender loving care will 
suppress their personalities. Their 
"obligation" is to be able to deter-

· mine each what his or her own role 
should be in the party and for the 
revolution--otherwise they would 
be unprepared to go against the lead
ing organs of the party, alone if 
necessary, for the revolution, as 
Lenin taught. We will return to the 
concept of the vanguard party, since 
SL makes a fetish of it, and broad
casts many confused and wrong ideas • 

Carried ~way by its invective, 
the SL also muddles up the relation
ship between the older and younger 
generations of revolutionists. They 
disclose, for example, a most narrow 
and subjective notion of why ms:ny of 
the older generation have left the 
road of revolution when they speak 
of a "social climate" which "degrades 
and ridicules" revolutionists, 
instead of emphasizing the material 
factors--such as, since the Second 
World War, the upsurge of world capi
ta.lism, the formation of deformed 

.. workers states, and the theoretical 
~ incapacity of ~he revolutionary 

movemen t after the death of Trotsky--
· as VANGUARD NEWSLETTER has explained. 
They also insinuate their own undia~ 

· lectical habit of thought, "rhere 
what leaves cannot return, the 

"rejects" do not come to be accepted, 
and nothing changes once changed, 
in their one-sided thundering pro
nouncement that "the revolutionary 
movemen t mevi tably throws off burn t
out shells." The SL merely transfers 
its own sensivity to "the pervasive 
anti-communist social climate" 
which so "degrades" and "ridicules," 
and which compels SL to see itself 
as "the collecti v:e" in which "well
being" may be possible under the 
aegis of "the regime," to other 
revolutionists past and present, 
imagining everyone to be in the 
same hole they are in. 

It is true that many who once 
performed good service for the revo
lution see no role for themselves in 
periods of relative proletarian 
quiescence, when the revol utiondoes 
not appear to be on the agenda, as 
in the period after World War II, 
in particular when there is theo
retical confusion in the leaders. 
They make a life for themselves in 
society as they find it, and their 
politics becomes reformist,possi
bilist. For this the SL has a cer
tain self-inflating scorn. But the 
new generation of revolutionists 
need not write-off the older en 
masse, any more than they need ex
pect to·be "burnt-out" themselves 
in the grim life of "inner tension t" 
in which petty-·bourgeois . mentalities 

. "must suppress subjective impulses l1 

and "often have their pride hurt," 
. which characterizes SL' s revolution
ism. They will instead see with 
Trotsky that "life is beautiful," 
and will strive to Ifcleanse it of 
all evil, oppression and violence, 
and enjoy it to the full." As for 
the older generation, they will 
understand that: 

"Only the fresh enthusiasm and aggres
si ve spiri t of the youth can guar
antee the preliminary successes 
in the struggle; only these succes
ses can return the best elements 
of the older generatIon to the 
road of revolution. Thus it was, 
thus it will be." 

SL raises many points which,even 
if they were accurate, disclose a 
contempt for the intelligence of the 
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It younger comrades lt on whom it It tries" 
to impose them. It is not true, 
for example, that Harry Turner or 
any other comrade in VANGUARD NEWS
LETTER, can be said to have Ita 
comfortable station in life," and 
only two by any stretch of the word 
can be con sidered in any way "older." 
But even if it were, it is totally 
irrelevant to what it is really 
necessary to be anxious about: 
achieving a scientlfic programmatic 
basis for the reconstruction of the 
Fourth International. What has 
Harry Turner contributed to that 
task? That queation will be answer
ed in the course of this article. 
Here let us say merely that we hope 
that as many proletarian revolution
ists as possible are fortunate 
enough to become "older~" and that 
they continue to contribute as scien
tific socialists into ripe old age. 
As for "comfort," perhaps we will 
hear more when Engels displeases the 
SL in his turn, sInce after all "The 
General" was also a milItarist, so we 
will confine ourselves merely to dig
ging up a quote for them from l1ehrlng 
that will serve them as evidence: 

"He (Engels) was a highly respected 
member of the Manchester Stock Ex
chan~e and prominent both "in the 
business and in the pleasures of 
the English bourgeoisie, its fox
hlmting and its Christmas parties, 
but the intellecutal leader and 
fighter (this phrase the mechanis
tic formalists will find inexpli
cable and have to expurgate),had 
a treasure in a little house far 
away on the other side of town,a 
Child of Ireland,and in her arms 
he recovered h1s spirits when he 
had grown all too tired for the 
bourgeois paclr in whose midst he 
was compelled to live." 

It should be clear enough tl:.at the 
lies are invariably associated with 
and are even the product of the "sub
jective 1mpulses" of petty-bourgeois 
revolutlonism, the source also of all 
the "hullaballoo." Thus the lie that 
Cde. Fender "called the cops" to 
open up a supposedly public forum of 
a.uto workers from which the ~vorkers 
League tried to exclude other ten-

dencies,at the St. Louis Peace Con
ference, becomes a vehicle for the 
petty-bourgeois moralism SL injects e 

,into that ineid'ent. Having asserted 
that Cde. Fender "called the cops," 
SL comea up with th1s "proof" in 
"Workers Vanguard": he must have 
"called the cops,"" otherwise" after 
the meeting was" opened," "wouldn't 
he of course have joined the Spar
tacist supporters in refusing to 
enter the meeting?" SL "would not· 
touch such a meeting with a ten-foot 
pole." The moralism that "will not 
touch" has nothing in common with 
prpletarlan methods,which can util
ize bourgeois institutions and 
legalities wi thoutin anyway depend
ing on them or dampening the self
confidence of the workers, and will 
certainly utilize whatever helps in 
finding the road to the workers. 

Cde. Fender tried to keep the cam
pus administrators and cops out of 
the incident, who nevertheless en
for'ced their own rules and announced 
that the'meeting was a public one. 
All tendencies interested in talking 
to' the auto workers wanted to ,q;o In. 
SL, of course, did not. They had 
nothing to say to those workers or 
to any other workers at st. Louis, 
as our account of the conference 
showed. They substitute sectarian 
formalisms for facing up to essentIal 
tasks, covered when necessary by 
idle moralizing about all those 
,things that cannot be touched wi,th 
"ten-foot poles." In St. Louis they 
thunder without comprehension of the 
program of "the party," in the ab
stract,instead of dealing with the 
situation: advancing concrete pro
grammatic ideas and correct slogans 
for the worlrers there. 

As we shall see,SL exhibits the 
same helplessness before the situa
tion, covered by similar formalisms 
and moralisms, in their screaming 
cri ticisms of Trotsky's policies in 
WW II. ~hey are incapable of seeing, 
it appears, that at that time, as 
Trotsky saId, it was "not merely a 
question of a posi tion on capi talist e 
mili tarism and of renouncing the de
fense of the bourgeois state,!! 
positions SL intones as If on the 
beads of a rosarY,"but of directly 
preparing for the conquest of power 
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and the defense of the proletarian 
fatherland." For historical ima
gination and boldness in defining 
historic tasks in critical situa
tions, SL offers middle class com
plaining and lessons learnt by rote. : 

SPARTACIST HYPOCRISY EXPOSED! 

A review of SL's attack on both 
VANGUARD NEWSLE~I.'TER' s policies and 
methods and those of 'l'rotsky will 
help bring out the salient points 
out of the morass of petty-bourgeois 
muddle. (to be continued) 

/We print below a letter from James Robertson.National Chairman of the 
Spartacist League CSL), a rejoinder by Comrade Turner and the response by 
Comrade Malcolm L. Kaufman,Corresponding Secretary of the Committee for 
Rank and File Caucuses (CRFC). 

{Our readers will be struck by not 
only the complete lack of the elemen
tary courtesymRobertson's letter 
normally found in the publio oorres
pondence of opponent sooialist and 
radical organizations, but also by 
the SL' s blatantly dishonest attempt 
to "improve" the historical record. 
LThose of our readers who have re

ceived the November issue of "Workers 
Vanguard," the organ of the SL, wil:l 
find an article entitled, "For 
Turner's Vanguard Newsletter,Discre
tion is Indeed the Better Part of 
Valor: Harry, Are You Listening?" 
They will note the pruden t trimming 
of the concluding section of Cde. 
Turner's letter and the complete 
omission of Cde. Kaufman's letter-
received well before the deadline-
from the November issue of "Workers 
Vanguard" to fi t Robertson's thesis 
that VANGUARD NEWSLETXER and CRFC 
are attempting to avoid a public 
debate with the SLI A more complete 
and deliberate deception in a so
called "revolutionary" publication 
would be hard to find. It would 
seem that "Workers Vanguard" is now 
aspiring to become the "National 
Enquirer" of· the radical press! 

LThe venomous tone and unre stra1ned 
viciousness, the recently undertaken 
public campaign of slander and dis
tortion directed against VANGUARD 
NEWSLETTER by the SL--it had pre
viously confined its dishonesties 
and character assassination of Cdes. 
Turner and Fender within its own 
circle--is very illuminating. The 
SL inadvertantly reveals in its 
hysterical frenzy that it is re
acting in panic to the attraction 
which the program and organization 
of VANGUARD NEWSLETTER has exerted 

on its own ranks. It is concerned 
over the-demonstrated ability of 
VANGUARD NEWSLETTER to attract not 
only new individual forces but also 
newly emerging socialist formations 
in direct competition with it. 
LThe SL has recently lost its most 

responsible and competent leaders 
who had concluded that, dominated 
as it was by the erratic and bureau
cratic Robertson, only a narrow 
personality cult could flower,cer
tainly not the Leninist working 
class vanguard party. 
/The SL has been unable to prevent 

the Leninist Faction (LF), which 
reoently resigned from the SWP and 
which it had assiduously wooed, from 
entering into fusion negotiations 
with VANGUARD NEWSLETTER. In des
peration,it withdrew its five 
agents from the LF, had them send 
a letter of resignation to the SWP 
announcing their intention to "seek 
fusion" wi th the SL as the "culmina
tion" of "support to" and "solidari
ty with" the "Declaration of the 
Leninist Faction of 15 Nay 1972." 
It then printed the letter together 
wi th the "Declaration" in its recent
ly revived "Spartacist," so that 
the unwary woUld conclude that its 
five ap;ents with whom "fusion" was 
~ccur were the LFt It mattered 
nothing to Robertson that his Ii ttle 
trick might leave the real LF op.en to 
organizational repriSiIS by the SWP. 
LThe SL is now forced to attack our 

politics publically. However, in 
so doing, it only exposes its own 
incoherent and confused line. The 
November issue of "Workers Vanguard" 
also attaclred our position on the 
elections to "Vote Socialist m 1972 
--WITHOUT ILLUSIONS'" In spite of its 
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abstract disavowal of "abstention
ism," its readers will find that in 
the present concrete electoral si tu
ation,+t can only offer a position 
of --absten tion f 
lAS we have stated before,repeat

ing Tro~skyls words, strategic, 
tactical and organizational methods 
flow from a program. The real pro
gram of the SLis manifestFciTn the 
absence of any serious perspective 
for the construction of a working 
class vanguard party and in its 
orientation to the student milieu. 
IBut to attr,act the students today, 

it has become necessary for organi
zations with any pretensions to 
L~ninism and Trotskyism to strike a 

""~.. "proletarian" posture. That 1 t 1s 
essen tially posture for the SL and 

no:t essence can be seen by its ul ti
'matistic demand--in whicn all dis
tinctIons between trade union caucus 
and party fraction are eliminated--
that caucuses must adopt the entire 

. transitional program, as the SL -
. understands it, before It will deign 

- ·,to function within i tf The SL thus 
refuses to struggle within "the 

.' movement of the present" for the 
"future of the movemen t" and to win 
the worlters to the full transitional 
program in the process of struggle 
for imm'ediate and partial demands. 
Studen ts may perhaps be taken in by 
the SL' s super-radicalism but work
er:§. are certainly not impressed. 
lIt i~ because VANGUARD NE1O/SLETTER 

has consistently exposed the SL as a 
student~oriented personalIty cult 
with a strategy, tactics and organi-

Harry Turner & David Fender 
Van~uard Newsletter 

zational methods in consonance with 
its nature, that Robertson honors us 
with vicious abuse. It is for this 
reason that he has.concocted the 
slander that Cde. Fender "called the 
cops" and has,on this basis, formed 
a common front wi th the Workers Lea
gu~ (WL) against VANGUARD NEWSLETTER. 
LThe attack made by tvohlforth on 

the "anonymous author" of an SWP in
ternal, document--which he well knew 
to be the work of the Leninist 
Faction and also that this attack 
would expose the faction to SWP 
organiZational measures--and on Cde. 
Fender as "a vicious anti-Marxist 
tendenoy hostile to the workers 
movement" in the August 21st issue 
of the· "Bulletin" is aimed in the 
first·place at VANGUARD NEWSLETTER. 
/Botb ,Robertson and Wohlforth use 

. their choicest invective on VANGUARD 
NEWSLETTER because they are unable 
to cope with its politics. They 
have to resort, not only to the 
"normal" dishonesties to which 
centrists are prone, but to outright 
fraud. As our readers will recall, 
Wohlforth is forced to lie about his 
conduct at a meeting with us which 
his own members were able to wi tness. 
LTo mrure his case that we fear a 

public debate with the SL ,Robertson 
again publicly exposes himself and 
his organization as unprincipled 
tricksters. Although the 3L and WL 
may con t in ue to hood win!! the nai ve 
for a time, the bankruptcy of both 
organizations is becoming increasin~-
1.1 v,isi ble to serious revolutionists..:! 

29 September 1972 

In' the July-August issue of your publication you printed a letter 
Signed by Malcolm Kaufman of Socialist Forum in his capacity as an officer 

-of your joint front group,CRFC (Committee for Ranlt and File Caucuses) in 
which Kaufman gratuitously undertook to deny and defend David Fender from 
the accusation, publicly made by both the Workers League and ourselves, 
that Fender brought the police into a WL "public" meeting. 

Kaufman, jointly on all your be., 
halfs,challenged us to a debate on 
this issue. It strikes us that to 
propose a debate over an alleged act 
of violation of the elementary class 
line by a socialist merits not a de
bate but a commission of inquiry 

in to the faots to hear witnesses etc. A 
and come forth with a finding. A de- .. 
'bate is the appropriate vehi cle for 
a clash of opinion. Nonetheless in 
our September issue of \.Jorkers Van
~uard in the lead paragraph of our 
article,"What is Vanguard Newslet-
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ter?" we publicly accepted the 
debate challenge. 

Lo and behold, a month has passed 
and we have riot heard from you. Con
tinued failure to respond to our 
acceptance of your challenge can only 
lead us and others to conclude that 
on this issue, for you discretion 1S 
the better part of valor. We would 
also like to suggest to Brother Kauf-

Dear Comrade Robertson, 

man that he not be so hasty in the 
future to go to bat m defense of the 
poli tical misconduct of his faction
al bloc partners, especially over 
incidents which are witnessed by 
four Spartacist League supporters 
as well as numerous others in the 
radical movement. 

James Robertson, SL/US 

October 2, 1972 

Your petty impertinence in omittng the normal courtesies in corres
pondence with socialist organizations in an address and closure is 
inconsonance with the gross impertinence which is your letter of 
September 29th. 

Our answer to your recently pub- : 
lished amalgam of distortions, half-! 
truths and vicious slanders ag;ainst 1 
VANGUARD NEWSLETTER and comrades 1 
Turner and Fender is initiated in. 1 
our October issue as you, no doubt,f 
expected it would be. 1 

The letter of Cde. Malcolm L. f 
Kaufman of Socialist Forum, Secre- i 
tary-'I'reasurer of the Coromi ttee for [ 
Rank and File 'Caucuses (CRFC) of ! 
July 10th informed you that caFC and i 
its component organizations were l 
ready to answer your charges in a ) 
public forum at a "time, and date to i 
beset at your convenience." The 1 
Spartacist League I s letter of July 28i 
1973 in response that letter merely i 
stated that you were: 1 

"preparing a muCh fuller treatmentj 
for our public press of VEnguard; ---. 

Dear Comrade Robertson, 

Newsletter and CRFC. At that time, 
we and/or you might be interested 
in a debate between our two groups. " 

In the circumstances, we consider 
your raucus claim that our "delayrr in 
responding to .your "challenge" repre
sents a capitulation to your das
tardly attack on Cde. Fender to be 
ludicrous in the extreme. 

Please be advised that we are 
equally amenable to the form of 
ei ther a workers' court of inquiry or 
a public forum between your organiza
tion and the component organizations 
of CRFC in which; not only your 
spurious charges against Cde. Fender, 
but also the entire malodorous tis
sue of dishonesties which you have 
concocted can be thoroughly aired. 

Fraternally, Harry~urner 

19 October 1972 

We have received your correspondence of 29 September. We also have in 
front of us a copy of the 2 .October reply of the VANGUARD NEWSLETTER. 

TheVNL organiZation is certainly : 
most correct in pointing out your 1 
inconsistency of 'first asking for j 
a ,delay in the' forum and then strong- i 
ly inferring that it is we who are ! 
avoiding a public .confrontation. Con-l 

A . trary to your beliefs, Comrade Hob-l 
- ertson, we are more than anxious to 1 

answer your organizations charg~s ! 
and to expose the hypocrisy of the l 
SL in its own relations with the i 
police. And we shall answer in "the) 
context of any format, whether.1t be 1 

a forum or cour-:t of public inquiry. 
Po see that such sessions are or

ganized as swiftly as possible, I 
strongly urge that your organization 
ei ther name a time, date, and place 
or arrange for representatives of 
the SL to meet with members of the 
groups participating in CRFC for 
the purpose of working out arrange
ments suitable to all parties. 

Fraternally, Malcolm L. Kaufman 
Corresponding Secretary 
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HISTORICAL ROOTS OF THE DEGENERATIO'l OF THE FOURTH INllEBNATIONAL AND OF THE 
CEN'rRISM OF THE 3WP - For a return to the Proletarian Road of Trotslryism a 
- Part III In troduction by David Fender- • 

{Wohlforth tries to apologize for 
the failures of the Fourth Inter
national of the last 30 years with 
the same old and time worn theme 
us~d by Healy, Mandel, Frank, Hansen, 
etc., that: 

"The Fourth International has had 
to carry out this worle under 
generally unfavorable objective 
historical circumstances." 

LHere in a nut shell Wohlforth 
exposes himself and his non-lvJarxist 
methodology inspi te of his constant 
ri tualistic incantations to dialec
tical materialism. All the old 
political skeletons of the Fourth 
International and International 

Committee's (IC) misleaderships 
are neatly tuckedaway in the closet 
marked historical deter~inism. 
The condition of the Fourth Inter
national today, it seems according 
to Wohlforth, has nothing t6 do 
with its leadership, "the consist
ency of analysis and program, " that 
in spite of what mistalces were made, 
things could not have been.quali
tatively different than they are _ 
today. Such a fatalistic position 
is adopted by Wohlforth, Healy and 
Co. in order to rationalize the 
miserable history of the IC which 
they claim is the real- Fourth 
Inte'rnatlonal--a subject we will 
talee up at some I ength in the -
latter part of the hlstory~ 

the SWP was, perhaps, in the best position of all the sections of 
the Fourth International to deal with the national chauvinist pres
sure, 

The original founders of the Lefti 
Opposition in the USA contained a 1 
good number of comrades who had come E 

from and had their roots in the work-! 
ing class movement. WIth the first i 
wave in the rise of the CIO, these i 
comrades were able to take advantage i 
of the situation and lead a very i 
important class-struggle fight in ~ 
Minneapolis deepening their roots in : 
the proletariat. The fusion with 
the American Workers Party also 
brought in fresh cadres, and then 
the entry into the Socialist Party 
under "the advice and guidance of 
Trotsky--a decisive factor in all 
this work--" (Cannon) was a success, 
wi th the party again increasing its 
ranks and learning precious lessons. 
The valuable work done by the cadr.es 
of the early Trotskyist movement was 
reflected in the more favorable 
social composition of the Socialist 
Workers Party compared to that of 
the other sections in the Fourth 
International. The S1..,1' could claim 
a membership consisting of at least 
50% working class, many of them with 
valuable practical experience. 

The fact that the SVVP was in the 
USA and not in Europe is another im-

portant factor that should not be 
under-emphasized. The impending and 
immediate crisis in Europe demanded 
that the respective bourgeoisie Use· 
the chauvinist whip much mare severe
ly. Unlike Europe the USA was in 
no danger of becoming a battle
ground and even its entry was not an 
immediate question. The economio 
crisis in the USA was not so aggra
vated as to necessitate a Fascist 
dictatorship such as in Italy, Ger-' 
many, and Spain, or a Popular Front 
solution as in France I which only
laid the basis for the reactionary 
governments that followed. Whereas 
the government of France outlawed 
all communist organizations, Roose
velt prosecuted the leadership of 
only the SWP. 

In spite of the SlVP' s more favor-. 
able posi tion- -compared to the other. 
sections--it by no means escaped the 
nationalist chauvinist pressure. 
The first real blow came with the· 
Burnham-Abern-Shachtman fight. The 
party split almost down the middle 
on a class basis. The petty bour
geoisie deserted to higher ground 
to avoid the sting of the chauvin
ist whip. 
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liThe split in the SUP was follrnved 
_ by a split, although a very small 
one, in the International, ~vhere 
a sertes of elements like Lebrun, 
Johnson, Trent, and Anton, who 
had seats on the International 
Executive Committee, had in reality 
adopted the political and organi
zational positions of Shachtman." 
(Pablo, "Twenty years of the 
Fourth International," Fourth 
International, No.3, Summer, 
1968), 

The capitulation "before the 
social-patriotic wave" occurred as 
early as 1935 in France, as we 
pointed out, in relation to the 
Molinier~Frank tendency inside the 
SFIO. In 1940, only a few months 
after Shachtman split from the SivP, 
the French section as a whole openly 
capitulated,lock-stock-and-barrel, 
to nationalism. In the "Bulletin of 
the Commi ttee for the Fourth Inter
national" (No. 2,Sept. 20,1940) we 
can find a report adoptedur~ous
ly by the "Centra I Cornmi ttee of the 
Commi ttee for the Fourth Interna tion
al" (ex-POI) from which the follow
ing is excerpted, 

"The French bourgeoisie has rushed 
into a blind alleys to save it
self from revolution, it thre~v it ... 
self into Hitler's arms, to save 
itself from this hold, it has only 
to thrmv itself into the arms of 
the Revolution. We are not say
ing that it will do so cheerfully; 
nor that the fraction of the bour
geoisie capable of playing this 
game is the most important. the 
majority of the bourgeoisie 
secretly awaits its salvation 
from England, a large minority 
awaits it from Hitler. It is to 
the I French' fraction of the bour
geosie that we hold out our harrl .... 

"\,ve must be the defenders of the 
wealth that the generations of 
French peasants and workers have 
accumulated. We must also be the 
defenders of the splendid contribu
tion of the French writers and 
scientists to the intellectual 
patrimony of humanity, the defend
ers of the great revolutionary 
~ nn ~n"';::1 1 ; ~r rr;:Hii tton of 

France •••• " 

Among the many quotes to choose 
from we will satisfy ourselves\nth 
only one more. On the occasion of 
the anniversary of the furis Commune, 
the April 1, 1941, issue of "La 
Verite" (No.ll) had the following 
to saya 

"We know like our predecessors of 
1871 that we will have to take 
in hand the struggle for national 
independence, betrayed by the 
bourgeoisie •••• " 

The above should be sufficient to 
show that the political line of the 
French section had nothing in common 
with internationalism. The Leninist 
concept of revolutionary defeatism-
the defeat of one's own country 
being the "lesser evil"--is dia
metrically opposed to the "struggle 
for national independence" so 
clearly stated above. 

In 1944 three "Trotskyist" group
ings (POI. CCI and Groupe Octobre) 
unified to form the PCI (Parti Canmu
niste Internationaliste). From a 
bulletin put out jointly in July, 
1943, by the POI and eCI, one learns 
that although the POI used some 
"dangerous expressions" (or formu
lations),thefundamental political 
position was correct and even far
sighted in that the POI saw as 
early as 1940 the transformation of 
the national movement into the 
class struggle. In the unit;y 
declaration which appeared i~he 
March 25,1944, issue of "La Ve ite, II 
one discovers that the unifyin 
organizations had, since the begin
ning of the war, maintained an 
"internationalist position politi
cally and in action." In "correct
ing their errors, by means of a 
Bolshevik self-criticsm" they noted 
"some episodic errors of this or 
that group." The truth of the mat
ter is probably that it was not so 
much a question of refusing to make 
a self-criticism, but rather a 
s imp Ie ina bi Ii ty to do so. The com
rades were hopelessly caught up in 
the national chauvinist politics of 
the petty bourgeois ie of which they 
were only a part. 
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In August, 1945, the French sec
tion published a pamphlet entitled 
La-Lutte des Trotskyistes sous 
1a Terreur Nazie{The Trotskyists' 
Struggle under the Nazl. l'error), 
'the main theme of which is- to docu
ment the "Trotskyist" struggle 
against German Fascism. The pain~ 
ph1et contains an open letter to 
the president of the Press Federa
tion reprinted- from-the- Sept.' 30, 
1944" "La Verite"-(No. 74). Tlie 
letter is written in defense, of the 
PCI '-s demand that "La Ver-i tell beeJJ.ow
ed to appear legally inasmuch as 
"LA VERITE IvAS THE FIRST RESISTANCE 
ORGAN" against the Nazis. 

"During foUr years, in 19 mimeoed 
editions and 54 printed, La Ver
ite led the campaign against fas
cism and the occupying imperial
ism. These camaigns were orient. 
ed in the following direction." 

Point IJ 3 reads I 

"3rd STRUGGLE FOR THE RIGHT OF 
PEOPLES TO SELF DETERMINATION. 
this right being valid for all 
peoples, including those of the 
colonies. ',1 

- One wouldsearcn'in vain to find 
anything that even resembled a revo-, 
lutionary defeatist position in 
this pamphlet, the 73 editions of 
"La Veri te ", or the politics of the 
French section in general d~ring 
or even after the war. Even the 
demand for fraternization was not 
based on the concept of turning the 
war into a civil war on both sides 
but rather of both sides joining 
together in a "determined struggle 
against Hitlerl" 'As 've shall see, 
the French section's complete capi
tulation to nationalism was only 
one of the extreme manifestations 
of what took place in the Inter
national as a whole. 

Comrades of the German section, 
the 1KD (International Comnrunists 
of Germany) also adopted a straight 
nationalist line. They wrote in 
their infamous "Three Theses" docu .. 
ment dated. Oct. 19, 19411 : 

"There is no more burning problem 

in Europe than the national free
dom of nations enslaved byGermany 
and its sol~tion with the help 
and through international social
ism is important and indispensable 
for three reasons," IIHmvever one 
views it, the transition from fas
cism to socia1ismrernains a 
utopia without a stopping place, 
":vhich is by its contents equ~va
lent to a democratic ,revolution." 

In the D~c.' 1945-Jan, 1946 issue 
of "Quatrieme Internationale" in 
their article "On the Eurpoean Revo
lution" the German comrades state 1 

"The. retrogressive development of 
capi ta lism leads to the d,estroying 
of national independence and of 
democratic rights in the main 
European countries • Under. these 
circumstances ,.c1ass struggle must 
exchange its old traditions for 
new methods. Instead of the more 
or 'less free play of the different 
social and political forces of the 
old democracies, instead of the 
existance of pol~tical, parties and 

., trade unions, what we are dealing 
with now is a national democratic 
movement of liberation including 
the who,le population in its strug';' 
gle against national and political 
oppression •••• " 

For the German comrades thecoun
tries of Europe again had to under
gO bourgeois democratic revolutions. 
The national revolutloI]. was "the 
order of the day." Even wi thin 
their nationalist theoretical wan
derings the German comrades did not 
remain "Trotskyist." They did not 
even retain the theory of the perrna
ment revolution to deal with the 
national question--unlike the, Inter
national--but rather opted for the 
Menshevik theory of stages with the 
democratic revolution being "a stop
ing place," The "important and in
dispensable" forces of "internation
al socialism" were to "help, and 
through" them was to be accomplished 
the "national and democratic" stage 
which ~~ould then, and only then, 
open the door to the "socialist and 
proletarian" stage. 

(to be continued) 
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